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a b s t r a c t 

The performance of thermal-hydraulics analysis codes heavily depends on the reliable models developed 

for interfacial transfer terms in the two-fluid model. This requires the accurate modeling of the interfa- 

cial area concentration (IAC). The interfacial area transport equation (IATE) developed from the population 

balance equation is one of the promising ways to be able to dynamically describe the IAC evolutions in 

the two-phase flows. A lot of effort s have been made to develop the IATE and its bubble coalescence and 

breakup models in the past two decades. The one-group IATE with its bubble coalescence and breakup 

models serves as an important and promising model to predict the IAC behaviors in the bubbly flows 

now. This paper made an extensive survey on the recent theoretical and experimental researches on 

the IATE and collected the available 8 sets of bubble coalescence and breakup models and the latest 

experimental databases measured with the up-to-date measuring techniques. The 8 sets of bubble coa- 

lescence and breakup models are originally developed to model the bubble evolution in bubbly flows and 

the small bubble evolution in the flows beyond bubbly flow. The collected data covers the bubbly flows 

taken the vertical pipes with the diameter ranging from 0.0508 m to 0.200 m and the height-to-diameter 

ratio ranging from 4 to 113. To confirm the reliability of the 8 sets of bubble coalescence and breakup 

models, this paper systematically compared and evaluated them with the collected experimental data in 

the 1D one-group IATE numerical calculations. Although the bubble coalescence and breakup models of 

Sun et al. (2004, Modeling of bubble coalescence and disintegration in confined upward two-phase flow. 

Nucl. Eng. Des. 230, 3–26) and Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0, One-group interfacial area transport of bubbly 

flows in vertical round tubes. Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 43, 2711–2726) were found to show the best and 

second-best predicting performance for the collected latest experimental databases of bubbly flows with 

data-number-averaging mean absolute relative errors of 33.5% and 61.7% respectively, their relative errors 

are not satisfactory. Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0, One-group interfacial area transport of bubbly flows in vertical 

round tubes. Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 43, 2711–2726) model only consisting of the contributions of the 

bubble random collision coalescence and turbulent impact breakup mechanisms can reasonably predict 

the IAC experimental data in the bubbly flows with high-liquid flow-rate flow conditions and significantly 

overpredict the IAC experimental data in the bubbly flows with low-liquid flow-rate flow conditions. To 

further improve the performance of the 1D one-group IATE, this paper has developed a bubble coales- 

cence and breakup model by greatly improving the model of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0, One-group interfa- 

cial area transport of bubbly flows in vertical round tubes. Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 43, 2711–2726) with 

the addition of the contribution of the wake entrainment bubble coalescence mechanism which prevails 

in low-liquid flow-rate bubbly flows and optimized the adjustable coefficients of the 3 major constitu- 

tive models with the collected latest experimental databases of bubbly flows. The data-number-averaging 

mean absolute relative error of the newly-proposed bubble coalescence and breakup model is accordingly 

improved to be 17.1% in the predictions of the collected latest experimental databases of bubbly flows. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Gas-liquid two-phase flows are frequently encountered and uti-

ized in various industrial systems such as thermal and nuclear

ower plants, chemical process plant and so on. Their local flow
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Nomenclature 

a i interfacial area concentration (IAC) (1/m) 

C adjustable coefficient (-) 

c ratio of the average turbulent eddy size to the bub- 

ble Sauter mean diameter (-) 

C 0 distribution parameter (-) 

c 3 frictional loss of the liquid turbulent eddy energy 

by interacting with the bubble surfaces (-) 

C D bubble drag coefficient (-) 

C RC0 adjustable coefficient of Smith et al. (2012a) (-) 

C RC1 adjustable coefficient of Yao and Morel (2004) (-) 

C RC2 adjustable coefficient of Yao and Morel (2004) (-) 

d b bubble mean diameter (m) 

D H flow channel hydraulic equivalent diameter (m) 

D H,Crit critical hydraulic equivalent diameter of flow chan- 

nel (m) 

(- dP / dz ) F frictional pressure drop along the flow (Pa/m) 

d Sm 

Sauter mean diameter (m) 

E MAR mean absolute relative error (-) 

g gravitational acceleration (m/s 2 ) 

j f superficial velocity for liquid phase (m/s) 

j g superficial velocity for gas phase (m/s) 

K Adjustable coefficient (-) 

N total data number (-) 

n the n th data (-) 

P Pressure (Pa) 

Re m 

mean mixture Reynolds number 

R Bj change rate of bubble number density caused by 

the j th bubble breakup (1/(m 

3 s)) 

R Ck change rate of bubble number density caused by 

the k th bubble coalescence (1/(m 

3 s)) 

T temperature ( °C) 

t time (s) 

u velocity fraction (m/s) 

u r bubble terminal velocity (m/s) 

v g velocity for gas phase (m/s) 

v gz component of gas phase velocity in z direction 

(m/s) 

v i interfacial velocity (m/s) 

v iz component of interfacial velocity in the main flow 

( z ) direction (m/s) 

v m 

mean mixture velocity (m/s) 

v r relative velocity between the leading bubble and 

the liquid phase (m/s) 

We Weber number (-) 

We c,TI Critical Weber number (-) 

z z coordinate or height (m) 

Greek letters 

α void fraction (-) 

αmax maximum possible bubble void fraction (-) 

ε bubble energy dissipation rate per unit mass 

(m 

2 /s 3 ) 

φ IAC source or sink (1/(ms)) 

φB IAC change rate caused by bubble breakup (1/(ms)) 

φC IAC change rate caused by bubble coalescence 

(1/(ms)) 

φEP IAC change rate caused by gas expansion (1/(ms)) 

φConv IAC change rate caused by convection (1/(ms)) 

ρ density (kg/m 

3 ) 

σ surface tension (N/m) 

ψ bubble shape factor (-) 
H  
Subscripts 

0 at the start point 

c critical 

f liquid phase 

g gas phase 

mea measured value 

pre predicted value 

RC random collision mechanism 

TI turbulent impact mechanism 

WE wake entrainment mechanism 

Superscript 

j the j th small axial distance interval 

Mathematical symbols 

<> area-averaging over cross-sectional flow area 

<< >> cross-sectional area-averaging weighted by void 

fraction 

<< >> a cross-sectional area-averaging weighted by IAC. 

ehaviors may greatly affect the performance of these industrial

ystems. For examples, the local flow regime transitions may sig-

ificantly change the heat and mass transport capabilities of the

orking fluid in the power and chemical plants and the local in-

tantaneous void fraction variation may induce certain reactivity

ddition and cause the violent output power change in the nuclear

eactors. These effects must be accurately predicted and effec-

ively controlled in the operations of these industrial systems. So,

t is necessary to mathematically describe the two-phase flows and

aithfully predict their local flow behaviors in the design and safety

nalysis of these industrial systems. Although a lot of modeling

ffort s have been done in the past several decades, the two-fluid

odel theory proposed by Ishii (1975) has accomplished great im-

rovements in mathematical formations describing the two-phase

ows. The advanced two-fluid model ( Ishii and Hibiki, 2010 ) treats

he two phases separately with two sets of mass, momentum and

nergy equations and describes the two-phase interfacial mutual

nteraction in its interfacial transfer terms. To bring this model into

ractical application, it is imperative to reasonably treat the inter-

acial interaction between the two phases. The interfacial transfer

erms are usually given by a product of interfacial area concen-

ration (IAC, a i , also designated as interfacial area density) defined

y total interfacial area per unit volume of the mixture and the

riving force characterizing the local transfer mechanisms includ-

ng the degree of turbulence near interfaces and the driving poten-

ial ( Ishii, 1975; Ishii and Hibiki, 2010 ). They should be specified by

roper models. 

The geometric structure of a two-phase bubbly flow can be

haracterized by any two of the three following parameters: void

raction ( α), IAC and Sauter mean diameter ( d Sm 

) ( Delhaye and

ricard, 1994 ). The void fraction is defined by total gas phase vol-

me per unit volume of the mixture. The d Sm 

is an average of the

ubble size defined by the ratio of 6 times the void fraction to

he IAC ( d Sm 

= 

6 α
a i 

). The detailed IAC definition as total interfacial

rea per unit volume of the mixture and its link with the interfa-

ial velocity are illustrated in a geometrical way in the reference of

hen and Nakamura (2014) . Although the introduction of the drift-

ux model ( Zuber and Findlay, 1965 ) has provided a reliable way

o predict the local void fraction from the local flow rates of two

hases in the two-phase flows, the local void fraction is usually

btained by solving the coupling conservative equation set in the

wo-fluid model. The IAC and Sauter mean diameter are tradition-

lly predicted by using flow-regime-depending empirical correla-

ions ( Akita and Yoshida, 1974 ; Hibiki and Ishii, 2002a ; Shen and

ibiki, 2015 ; Shen and Deng, 2016 ), which have been developed
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ccording to physical mechanisms and experimental data of two-

hase flows. For the sake of dynamically predicting the local IAC

nd Sauter mean diameter and their temporal and spatial evolu-

ion in the two-phase flows, Kocamustafaogullari et al. (1995) de-

eloped interfacial area transport equation (IATE) from fluid parti-

le number density transport equation analogous to Boltzmann’s

ransport equation. The developed IATE is an important model

pecifying the interfacial transfer terms in the two-fluid model. Ex-

ept for the pioneering work of Kocamustafaogullari et al. (1995) in

stablishing the IATE foundation, other extensive creative IATE-

eveloping effort s have been perf ormed in the past several

ecades. These effort s include (1) drag-based two-group bubble

lassification (group 1 bubbles: spherical and distorted bubbles,

roup 2 bubbles: cap, slug and churn-turbulent bubbles) ( Ishii and

hawla, 1979 ; Ishii and Kojasoy, 1993 ), (2) formulation develop-

ent for one group IATE for bubbly flows and two group IATEs for

lug and churn flows ( Wu et al., 1998 ; Hibiki and Ishii, 20 0 0a, b,

002b ; Fu and Ishii, 2002a, b ; Ishii and Kim, 2004 ; Smith et al.,

012a and Shen and Hibiki, 2013 ), (3) modeling of bubble coa-

escence and breakup mechanism ( Wu et al., 1998 ; Kim, 1999 ;

ibiki and Ishii, 20 0 0a, 20 02b ; Sun et al., 20 04a, 20 04b ; Yao and

orel, 2004 ; Smith et al., 2012a ; Nguyen et al., 2013 ), (4) IAC mea-

urement method development ( Kataoka et al., 1986 ; Hibiki et al.,

998 ; Kim et al., 20 0 0 ; Shen et al., 2005a, 2008a, 2008b, 2010a ;

hen and Nakamura, 2013, 2014 ), (5) database construction for var-

ous flow conditions in various flow channels ( Smith et al., 2012b ;

hen et al., 2001, 2002, 2005b, 2006, 2012a, 2012b, 2016, 2017a ;

un et al., 2014 ; Worosz, 2015 ; Kong et al., 2018 ), (6) implementa-

ion of the one- and two-group transport equations in the compu-

ational codes using the two-fluid model ( Talley et al., 2011, 2013 ;

hen et al., 2011 ; Schlegel et al., 2017 ; Dave et al., 2017 ). Now

he IATE formulation has become established in describing and

redicting interfacial area transport in the two-phase flows. The

atabase constructions, the bubble coalescence and breakup mod-

ling and IATE benchmarking are the pressing issues in this field

ince they determine the reliability of the interfacial transfer mod-

ling and the performance of the two-fluid model. 

In bubbly flow, the bubbles usually keep the shapes close to be

pherical, behave independently and can be categorized into group

ne bubbles in the drag-based two-group bubble classification. In

iew of these features, Wu. et al. (1998) derived the one-group

ATE for the bubbly flow. The two-group IATEs ( Fu and Ishii, 2002a )

hould be reduced to the one-group IATE in the bubbly flow. Since

he interfacial sink and source terms accounting for the bubble co-

lescence and breakup mechanisms are the major components in

he one-group IATE, the performances of the one-group IATE heav-

ly depend on the constitutive bubble coalescence and breakup

odels. The constitutive bubble coalescence and breakup models

re usually developed from the experimental data taken in vari-

us flow conditions and flow channels. So, a lot of bubble coa-

escence and breakup models are available now and these mod-

ls are usually supported by the experimental data of the develop-

rs. Although some constitutive bubble coalescence and breakup

odels, together with the one-group IATE, have been evaluated

r benchmarked extensively by coupling with the two-fluid model

 Yao and Morel, 2004 ; Cheung et al., 2007 ; Talley et al., 2011 ),

hese evaluation approaches may include the additional uncertain-

ies due to the unrelated empirical constants used in the two-fluid

odels. An independent evaluation of all constitutive bubble coa-

escence and breakup models should be performed, based on ex-

ensive experimental data. Recently systematical new experimen-

al data taken in the vertical round flow channels ranging from

mall- to large-diameter pipes have been published ( Smith et al.,

012b ; Shen et al., 2012a ; Worosz, 2015 ). In view of these facts,

his paper is aiming at summarizing the available constitutive bub-

le coalescence and breakup models and the newly published ex-
erimental data taken in bubble flows with various flow conditions

nd various size round flow channels, comparing the predictions

f these bubble coalescence and breakup models with the new

xperimental data and developing a new bubble coalescence and

reakup model through making a theoretical and experimental-

ata-based improvement in the existing constitutive bubble coa-

escence and breakup model. The finally-proposed bubble coales-

ence and breakup model will be recommended to be used with

he one-group IATE. 

. One-group IATE and its existing constitutive bubble 

oalescence and breakup models 

.1. One-group IATE 

In view of the characteristics of bubbly flows, we start the

resent study from the following formulation of one-group IATE

roposed by Wu et al. (1998) . 

∂a i 
∂t 

+ ∇ · ( a i v i ) = 

2 a i 
3 α

[
∂α

∂t 
+ ∇ · ( αv g ) 

]

+ 

1 

3	

(
α

a i 

)2 

( ∑ 

j 

R Bj + 

∑ 

k 

R Ck 

) 

. (1) 

here t , v i , v g , ψ , R Bj and R Ck denote time, interfacial veloc-

ty, gas velocity, a factor depending on the shape of the bubbles

 ψ = 1/(36 π ) for spherical bubbles), change rate of bubble number

ensity caused by the j th bubble breakup and change rate of bub-

le number density caused by the k th bubble coalescence, respec-

ively. Eq. (1) can also be obtained from the group 1 bubble IATE

n the two-group IATEs ( Fu and Ishii, 2002a ) if the cross-boundary

ransport between two group bubbles is ignored, or the group 2

ubble disappears. Eq. (1) can be simplified to its one-dimensional

1D) formulation by cross-sectional area-averaging over Eq. (1) to

eet the needs in 1D analysis of a two-phase flow system. 

∂〈 a i 〉 
∂t 

+ 

∂ 

∂z 
( 〈 a i 〉 〈〈 v iz 〉〉 a ) = 

2 〈 a i 〉 
3 〈 α〉 

[
∂〈 α〉 
∂t 

+ 

∂〈 αv gz 〉 
∂z 

]
+ 〈 φB 〉 + 〈 φC 〉 (2) 

here φB and φC represent the IAC change rates caused by bub-

le breakup (interfacial source) and bubble coalescence (interfacial

ink) respectively. They are respectively defined by 

B = 

1 

3	

(
α

a i 

)2 ∑ 

j 

R Bj , (3) 

C = 

1 

3	

(
α

a i 

)2 ∑ 

k 

R Ck . (4) 

Kocamustafaogullari and Ishii (1995) and Wu et al. (1998) iden-

ified the bubble breakup and bubble coalescence mechanisms

ased on their analysis on the bubble’s interaction with its neigh-

oring bubbles and turbulent eddies. They categorized the major

nteraction-induced bubble coalescence and breakup behaviors into

ve major mechanisms including the 2 bubble coalescence mech-

nisms due to the random collision (RC) between bubbles driven

y turbulence and the wake entrainment (WE) process resulted

rom the relative motions of the bubbles with different size and

he 3 bubble breakup mechanisms due to the turbulent impact (TI),

hearing-off (SO) and interfacial instability (II). Hibiki et al. (20 0 0a )

eported that the bubble breakup mechanisms due to the SO and

I mainly happen around relatively large bubbles, which appear in

he bubbly-to-slug flow regime transition region and the slug flow,

nd their contributions are small in the bubbly flows. So, it is rea-

onable to consider the bubble coalescence mechanisms due to the
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RC and WE and the bubble breakup mechanism due to the TI as

the main interfacial area transport mechanisms in bubbly flows. 

The << v iz >> a in Eq. (2) is the area-averaged bubble interface

velocity weighted by the IAC, which is a new parameter arising

from the area-averaging process and must be specified by an in-

dependent constitutive relation. Considering that the bubble size

does not change greatly in the bubbly flow, Wu et al. (1998) as-

sumed that the << v iz >> a is equal to the area-averaged gas veloc-

ity weighted by void fraction, << v gz >> , namely 

〈〈 v iz 〉〉 a = 

〈 a i v iz 〉 
a i 

≈ 〈 αv gz 〉 
〈 α〉 = 〈〈 v gz 〉〉 . (5)

This assumption has been verified by Shen et al. (2017b, 2018 )

with the local detailed experimental data taken in a gas-liquid

bubbly flows in a vertical large-diameter pipe with 0.2 m in inner

diameter. 

In view of the above << v iz >> a approximation and the RC and

WE mechanisms for bubble coalescence and the TI mechanism for

bubble breakup in a bubble flow, the one-group IATE, Eq. (2) , is

further simplified into the following form for the steady 1D two-

phase bubbly flow. 

d 
(〈 a i 〉〈〈 v gz 〉〉 

)
dz 

= 

2 〈 a i 〉 
3 〈 α〉 

d 
(〈 α〉〈〈 v gz 〉〉 

)
dz 

+ 〈 φTI 〉 + 〈 φRC 〉 + 〈 φWE 〉 (6)

where <φTI > , <φRC > and <φWE > are the IAC change rates caused

by the TI bubble breakup, RC bubble coalescence and WE bub-

ble coalescence, respectively. The source and sink terms, <φRC > ,

<φWE > and <φTI > , are specified by the required constitutive mod-

els for the bubble coalescence and breakup, which should be based

on the profound insight into the bubble interaction processes and

the detailed experimental data of the local flow parameters in two-

phase flows. 

2.2. Available constitutive models for bubble coalescence and breakup

To accurately predict the IAC, the one-group IATE requires re-

liable constitutive models for bubble coalescence and breakup

mechanisms. The present extensive literature survey showed that

the available major sets of bubble coalescence and breakup mod-

els for one-group IATE include the RC, WE and TI models devel-

oped by Wu et al. (1998) and Kim (1999) , the RC and TI mod-

els developed by Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a, 20 02b), Yao and Morel

(2004) and Nguyen et al. (2013) . The one-group and two-group

IATE(s) have been developed for bubbly flows and slug and churn

flows respectively. The two-group IATEs must converge to the one-

group IATE when the contribution of group 2 large bubbles tends

to zero. The group 1 bubble IATE in the two-group IATEs should

be able to work independently as the one-group IATE and its bub-

ble coalescence and breakup models for group 1 bubbles should be

applicable to the bubbly flow when the group 2 bubbles disappear,

or their IAC contribution is negligibly small in the two-phase flows.

So, the available major sets of bubble coalescence and breakup

models for group 1 bubble IATE in the two-group IATEs including

the RC, WE and TI models developed by Sun et al. (2004a) and

Smith et al. (2012a) are investigated in the bubbly flows in the

present study. These models are summarized as follows. 

2.2.1. Wu et al. (1998) model 

Wu et al. (1998) developed the IATE and modeled the bubble’s

interaction with its neighboring bubbles and turbulent eddies in

bubbly flow. Their formulation for the bubble coalescence mecha-

nisms due to the RC and WE and the bubble breakup mechanism
ue to the TI are as follows. 

 

φRC 〉 = K RC 

∈ 

1 / 3 α1 / 3 a 5 / 3 
i 

α1 / 3 
max 

(
α1 / 3 

max − α1 / 3 
)[

1 − exp 

(
−C RC 

α1 / 3 
max α

1 / 3 

α1 / 3 
max − α1 / 3 

)]
(7)

 

φW E 〉 = K W E u r a 
2 
i (8)

 

φT I 〉 = 

{ 

K T I 
ε 1 / 3 a 5 / 3 

i 

α2 / 3 exp 
(
−W e c,TI 

We 

)√ 

1 − W e c,TI 

We 
W e > W e c,T I 

0 W e ≤ W e c,T I 

(9)

here adjustable coefficients K RC = −0.015, K WE = −0.016,

 TI = 0.28, C RC = 3.0, αmax = 0.8, We c,TI = 0.18, and u r , ε and We

re the bubble terminal velocity, bubble energy dissipation rate

er unit mass and Weber number respectively. In right sides

f Eqs. (7 )–(9) and the following constitutive model equations,

he symbol of area-averaging over cross-sectional flow area, <

 , is omitted. The u r is determined by using the drag-similarity

riterion of Ishii and Chawla (1979) and the undistorted bubble

rag coefficient. Wu et al. (1998) obtained these adjustable coeffi-

ients in their RC and WE bubble coalescence models and their TI

ubble breakup model in the bubbly flow by using the adiabatic

xperimental data taken in vertical round pipes with a diameter

f 50.8 mm. 

.2.2. Kim (1999) model 

Although Wu et al. (1998) had already established the mech-

nistic models for the major bubble interactions in bubbly flow,

im (1999) further studied the large bubble interactions and im-

roved the existing WE model for the bubble coalescence mecha-

isms in bubbly flow. The WE model proposed by Kim (1999) is

iven by 

 

φW E 〉 = K W E C 
1 / 3 
D 

u r a 
2 
i (10)

here C D is bubble drag coefficient. Kim (1999) also developed the

C model for bubble coalescence mechanisms and the TI model

or bubble breakup mechanism in bubbly flow. However, the for-

ulations of his models are the same as Eqs. (7) and (9) of

u et al. (1998) . Based on the experimental data taken in air-

ater two-phase flows in a vertical rectangular flow channel with

 cross section of 10 mm × 200 mm, Kim (1999) determined the

djustable coefficients in Eqs. (7) , (10) and (9) as K RC = −0.003,

 WE = −0.042, K TI = 0.026, C RC = 3.0, αmax = 0.75, We c,TI = 8.0 and

ade the IATE applicable to vertical confined bubbly flows. A

ore detailed investigation on the experimental data performed

y Ishii et al. (20 0 0) showed that the coefficients in Eqs. (7) ,

10) and (9) should take the following values, K RC = −0.0011,

 WE = −0.0 0 021, K TI = 0.012, C RC = 3.0, αmax = 0.75, We c,TI = 6.0.

hese coefficient values of Ishii et al. (20 0 0) frequently appear in

heir subsequent references ( Ishii and Kim, 20 01, 20 04 Kim et al.,

002 ). Here we refer to Eqs. (7) , (10) and (9) of Kim (1999) and

heir coefficient values of Ishii et al., (20 0 0) as Kim (1999) model. 

.2.3. Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) model 

Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) found that the bubbles captured in the

ake region of large bubble would easily left the region due to

iquid turbulence and the process would result in a minor contri-

ution of WE mechanism to the interfacial area transport in the

ubbly flow with relatively high flow conditions. So, Hibiki and

shii (20 0 0a) only developed the RC model for the bubble coales-

ence mechanism and TI model for the bubble breakup mechanism

n the bubbly flows. Their RC model for the bubble coalescence and

heir TI model for the bubble breakup in the bubbly flow are given

s 

 

φRC 〉 = K RC 

∈ 

1 / 3 α1 / 3 a 5 / 3 
i 

αmax − α
exp 

[ 

−C RC 

ρ1 / 2 

f 
∈ 

1 / 3 

σ 1 / 2 

(
6 α

a i 

)5 / 6 
] 

(11)
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φT I 〉 = K T I 

ε 1 / 3 ( 1 − α) a 
5 / 3 
i 

α2 / 3 ( αmax − α) 
exp 

[
−C T I 

σ

ρ f ∈ 

2 / 3 

(
a i 

6 α

)5 / 3 
]

(12) 

here ρ f and σ are liquid phase density and surface ten-

ion respectively, the adjustable coefficients K RC = −0.0 0 026,

 TI = 0.0 0 037, C RC = 1.29, C TI = 1.37, αmax = 0.52. These coefficients

n the model of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) are based on the adiabatic

xperimental data taken in vertical round pipes with diameters of

5.4 mm and 50.8 mm. 

.2.4. Hibiki and Ishii (2002b) model 

Hibiki and Ishii (2002b) finalized 1D one-group IATE and re-

ned the RC model for the bubble coalescence mechanism and

I model for the bubble breakup mechanism in the bubbly flows.

heir newly-derived RC and TI models are in the same forms

s those in Eqs. (11) and (12) . However, they determined the

djustable coefficients in Eqs. (11) and (12) as K RC = −0.0016,

 TI = 0.0011, C RC = 1.29, C TI = 1.59, αmax = 0.741 based on the adi-

batic experimental data taken in vertical round pipes with diam-

ters of 25.4 mm, 38.1 mm and 50.8 mm. 

.2.5. Yao and Morel (2004) model 

The RC bubble coalescence mechanism and the TI bubble

reakup mechanism resulting from the bubble interactions with

eighboring bubbles and turbulent eddies were only considered

nd included in the IATE source and sink models of Yao and

orel (2004) . They developed their RC model for bubble coales-

ence by taking into account of the free traveling time and the in-

eraction time and their TI model for bubble breakup by consider-

ng the bubble-eddy resonance mechanism in bubbly flows. The RC

nd TI models developed by Yao and Morel (2004) are expressed

y 

 

φRC 〉 = 

2 πK RC 

6 

8 / 3 

ε 1 / 3 α1 / 3 a 5 / 3 
i 

α1 / 3 
max −α1 / 3 

α1 / 3 
max 

+ C RC1 α
√ 

We 
W e c,TI 

exp 

(
−C RC2 

√ 

W e 

W e c,T I 

)

(13) 

 

φT I 〉 = 

2 πK T I 

6 

8 / 3 

ε 1 / 3 ( 1 − α) a 
5 / 3 
i 

α2 / 3 

[ 
1 + C T I ( 1 − α) 

√ 

We 
W e c,TI 

] exp 

(
−W e c,T I 

W e 

)
(14) 

here the adjustable coefficients K RC = −2.86, K TI = 1.6,

 RC1 = 1.922, C RC2 = 1.017, C TI = 0.42, αmax = 0.52, We c,TI = 1.28.

he validity of these models has been confirmed by using their

xperimental data of heated R-12 boiling two-phase bubbly

ows taken in a vertical round pipe with an inner diameter of

9.2 mm, pressure ranging from 14.59 to 26.17 bar and inlet fluid

emperature ranging from 34.91 to 70.53 °C. 

.2.6. Nguyen et al. (2013) model 

Nguyen et al. (2013) made an improvement for the RC bubble

oalescence model and the TI bubble breakup model of Yao and

orel (2004) by considering turbulent suppression phenomena

appening in the turbulent bubbly flows with high liquid veloc-

ty and presented the following mechanistic RC bubble coalescence

odel and the TI bubble breakup model to dynamically predict the

AC evolution in two-phase bubbly flows. 

 

φRC 〉 = 

2 πK RC 

6 

8 / 3 

ε 1 / 3 α1 / 3 a 5 / 3 
i 

α1 / 3 
max −α1 / 3 

α1 / 3 
max 

+ C RC1 α
√ 

We 
W e c,TI 

exp 

( 

−C RC2 

c 2 / 3 

√ 

W e 

2 

) 

(15) 
 

φT I 〉 = 

2 πK T I 

6 

8 / 3 

ε 1 / 3 ( 1 − α) a 
5 / 3 
i 

α2 / 3 

[ 
1 + C T I ( 1 − α) 

√ 

We 
W e c,TI 

] exp 

(
− C T I0 

1 − c 3 

2 

W e 

)

(16) 

here the adjustable coefficients K RC = −2.86, K TI = 1.6,

 RC1 = 1.922, C RC2 = 0.913, C TI = 0.42, C TI0 = 1.59, αmax = 0.52,

e c,TI = 1.24, and c and c 3 are the ratio of the average turbulent

ddy size to the bubble Sauter mean diameter and the frictional

oss of the liquid turbulent eddy energy by interacting with

he bubble surfaces respectively. Nguyen et al. (2013) validated

heir RC and TI models by using the adiabatic air-water bubbly

xperimental data taken in vertical upward round pipes with

nner diameters of 50.8 mm and 80 mm by Hibiki et al. (2001) and

guyen et al. (2012) respectively. 

.2.7. Sun et al. (2004a) model 

To reliably model the flow regime transition from bubbly to

lug flows in a two-phase flow, the one-group IATE should ex-

and into two-group IATEs to consider the contributions of both

roup 1 and 2 bubbles. Sun et al. (2004a) analytically modeled the

ve major bubble interaction mechanisms among bubbles and tur-

ulent eddies as the source and sink terms in two-group IATEs.

heir models include those for both intra- and inter-group bub-

le interactions. Their developments of the RC and WE models

or group 1 bubble coalescence mechanisms and the TI model

or group 1 bubble breakup mechanism are analogous to those

f Wu et al. (1998) and Kim (1999) for one group bubbles. They

riginally considered that the existence of the gas phase yields the

ddy number concentration distribution as a function of eddy size,

mproved the TI bubble breakup model of Wu et al. (1998) (namely

q. (9) ) by introducing the fact of 1- α accounting for the gas phase

ffect and proposed the TI model for group 1 bubble breakup.

heir newly-developed TI model for group 1 bubble breakup is

iven by (here the subscripts for group 1 bubble are omitted.) 

 φTI 〉 

= 

⎧ ⎨ 

⎩ 

K TI 

ε 1 / 3 ( 1 − α) a 
5 / 3 
i 

α2 / 3 
exp 

(
−W e c, TI 

We 

)√ 

1 −W e c, TI 

We 
We > W e c, TI 

0 We ≤ W e c, TI 

. 

(17) 

Their newly-developed RC and WE models for group 1 bub-

le coalescence mechanisms are similar in form to Eq. (7) of

u et al. (1998) and Eq. (10) of Kim (1999) respectively. How-

ver, they used their adiabatic experimental data taken in a ver-

ical rectangular channel with a cross-section of 10 mm × 200 mm

nd a hydraulic diameter of about 19 mm and determined the ad-

ustable coefficients in Eqs. (7) , (10) and (17) as K RC = −0.0 0 085,

 WE = −0.0 0 054, K TI = 0.0 036, C RC = 3.0, αmax = 0.62, We c,TI = 6.5

 Sun et al., 2004b ). 

.2.8. Smith et al. (2012a) model 

Smith et al. (2012a) developed and validated a com-

lete set of the two-group bubble interaction models for

wo-group IATEs applicable to vertical large-diameter pipes.

mith et al. (2012a) thought that the intra-group modeling pro-

esses for group 1 bubbles are largely similar for many geometry

ypes of flow channels. They, accordingly, followed the method of

u et al. (1998) for one group bubbles and derived the RC model

or group 1 bubble coalescence mechanism. Smith et al. (2012a) ac-

ounted for the time required for coalescence and bubble con-

act time in turbulent flows and dealt with the collision frequency

nd the coalescence efficiency in different manners. So, their RC
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model for group 1 bubble coalescence mechanism is slightly dif-

ferent from Eq. (7) of Wu et al. (1998) and is given by (here the

subscripts for group 1 bubble are omitted.) 

〈 φRC 〉 = 

K RC ∈ 

1 / 3 αa 5 / 3 
i 

α1 / 3 
max 

(
α1 / 3 

max − α1 / 3 
)exp 

[ 

−C RC0 

ρ1 / 2 

f 
∈ 

1 / 3 

σ 1 / 2 

(
6 α

a i 

)5 / 6 
] 

×
[

1 − exp 

(
−C RC α

1 / 3 
max α

1 / 3 

α1 / 3 
max − α1 / 3 

)]
. (18)

Their WE model for group 1 bubble coalescence mechanism

and their TI model for group 1 bubble breakup mechanism were

developed in similar ways to that of Kim (1999) and that of

Sun et al. (2004a) respectively. So, their WE coalescence and TI

breakup models for group 1 bubbles are similar in form to Eq. (10)

of Kim (1999) and Eq. (17) of Sun et al., (2004a) respectively. They

collected the adiabatic experimental data taken in vertical round

pipes with diameters of 50.8 mm, 102 mm and 152 mm and de-

termined the adjustable coefficients in Eqs. (10) , (17) and (18) as

K RC = −0.0017, K WE = −0.00034, K TI = 0.006, C RC0 = 3.0, C RC = 3.0,

αmax = 0.62, We c,TI = 1.2. 

3. New experimental databases for the present model 

evaluation 

The IATE and its corresponding constitutive bubble coalescence

and breakup models need to be extensively and reliably bench-

marked with the IAC experimental data taken in various flow con-

ditions and various size round flow channels. The current avail-

able IAC experimental data are mainly obtained by conductiv-

ity or optical double-sensor probe consisting of one front sensor

and one rear sensor and the conductivity or optical four-sensor

probe consisting of one front sensor and 3 rear sensors. However,

the double-sensor probe method ( Hibiki et al., 1998 ) is mainly

developed for the measurement in one-dimensional bubbly flow

and its reliability may decrease when it is applied in the multi-

dimensional bubbly flow. The four-sensor probe method is grad-

ually being improved and some significant vulnerabilities to the

conventional four-sensor probe method ( Kataoka et al., 1986 ) are

being overcome step by step in the past few decades. For an ex-

ample, Morel et al. (1999) and Kim et al. (20 0 0) thought that

no hypothesis for the bubble shape is necessary in the conven-

tional four-sensor probe method of Kataoka et al. (1986) , while

Shen and Nakamura (2013, 2014 ) found that the hypothesis that

the bubble interface must take a planar shape is implicitly used

in the method of Kataoka et al. (1986) . Kim et al. (20 0 0) found

that the highly distorted bubbles cannot been used in the IAC

calculation with the conventional four-sensor probe method of

Kataoka et al. (1986) since the signals due to their rear interfaces

obtained by the front sensor do not precede the ones obtained

by other rear sensors of the probe. But Shen et al. (20 05a, 20 08a,

2008b ) re-derived the four-sensor probe measurement theory and

found that these signals from the highly distorted bubbles can be

utilized in the IAC calculation with the conventional four-sensor

probe method. With the latest development of the measuring tech-

nique, new experimental databases have been published recently.

They are collected and summarized as follows. 

3.1. Database of Worosz (2015) 

Worosz (2015) improved the conventional local measurement

method of four-sensor conductivity probe through systematic stud-

ies into probe sensor orientation and signal characteristics and es-

tablished an experimental database of local two-phase flow param-

eters at z / D = 7.5, 18.0, 34.5 and 63.0 in concurrent and upward
H 
as-liquid two-phase flows in a vertical round pipe with a diam-

ter of 0.0508 m. His local measurements using the state-of-the-

rt conductivity four-sensor probe method collected data of bubble

umber frequency, void fraction, IAC, Sauter mean diameter and

ubble velocity in the two-phase flow. He also established new

xpansion source terms accounting for the effects of intergroup

ubble transport for IATE with his database. The collected 36 flow

onditions of experimental data are shown in left-upper figure in

ig. 1 . The superficial liquid velocity, < j f > , the superficial gas ve-

ocity, < j g > , and the void fraction, <α> , ranged from 0.5 m/s to

.0 m/s, from 0.174 m/s to 1.497 m/s and from 5.73% to 31.2% re-

pectively in his experimental data. According to the Mishima and

shii (1984) flow regime transition criterion from the bubbly to

lug for vertical small-diameter pipes, these experimental data are

n the bubbly flow regime. Both of the void fraction and IAC were

easured with the maximum deviation of about ±10%. His de-

ailed and complete data set is useful for modeling and evaluating

he performance of the IAC in the gas-liquid bubbly and slug flows

n vertical pipes. 

.2. Databases of Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) 

Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) performed the exper-

ments in vertical-upward air-water two-phase flows in round

ipes with inner diameters of 0.102 m and 0.152 m by means of

he state-of-the-art conductivity four-sensor probes to study the

ow structures. They measured the axial local flow parameters

f the two-phase flows at z / D H = 5, 20 and 30 in the φ0.102 m

ipe and at z / D H = 4, 11 and 18 in the φ0.152 m pipe. The lo-

al flow parameters of void fraction, IAC, Sauter mean diame-

er and interfacial velocity are measured in their experiments.

hey collected 19 and 12 flow conditions of experimental data

or the φ0.102 and φ0.152 m pipes respectively. According to the

chlegel et al. (2009) flow regime transition criterion from the

ubbly to cap bubbly for vertical large-diameter pipes, 9 flow con-

itions of the φ0.102 m pipe experimental data and 9 flow condi-

ions of the φ0.152 m pipe experimental data among them, were

aken in the bubbly flow regime. These bubbly flow conditions, to-

ether with the Schlegel et al. (2009) flow regime transition crite-

ion, are shown in right-upper and left-lower figures in Fig. 1 for

he φ0.102 and φ0.152 m pipes respectively. The superficial liquid

elocity, < j f > , the superficial gas velocity, < j g > , and the void frac-

ion, <α> , ranged from 0.0570 m/s to 1.21 m/s, from 0.048 m/s to

.591 m/s and from 2.65% to 20.6% respectively in the bubbly flows

n the φ0.102 m pipe. The < j f > , the < j g > and the <α> ranged from

.050 0 m/s to 1.0 0 m/s, from 0.040 0 m/s to 0.321 m/s and from

.04% to 31.9% respectively in the bubbly flows in the φ0.152 m

ipe. The IAC measurement errors of their four-sensor conductivity

robes were within 10%. 

.3. Database of Shen et al. (2012a) 

Shen et al. (2012a) carried out local measurement experiments

n vertical upward air-water two-phase flow in a large diameter

ipe with 0.200 m in inner diameter and 26.0 m in height by using

he state-of-the-art optical four-sensor probes. They took the ex-

erimental data at 11 radial locations from r / R = 0–0.95 and three

xial locations of z / D = 41.5, 82.8 and 113 in the flows. They col-

ected the local flow parameters including void fraction, IAC, Sauter

ean diameter and bubble velocity of the bubbles. Their collected

 flow conditions of experimental data are shown in right-lower

gure in Fig. 1 . The liquid flow rate and the void fraction ranged

rom 0.0505 m/s to 0.312 m/s and from 1.98% to 32.6% respectively

n their experiments. According to the Schlegel et al. (2009) flow

egime transition criterion from the bubbly to cap bubbly for ver-

ical large-diameter pipes, these experimental data are in the bub-
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Fig. 1. Flow conditions of the present collected experimental data. 
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ly flow regime. The mean and maximum errors of void fraction

n the four-sensor probe measurements were 5.65% and 14.4% re-

pectively. The mean and maximum errors of gas velocity in the

our-sensor probe measurements were estimated to be 18.8% and

6.9% respectively. 

. Evaluation of one-group IATE and its bubble coalescence 

nd breakup models 

.1. Evaluation method 

The IATE plays an important role in predicting the IAC features

n general two-phase bubbly flows with two-fluid model, since it

orks as an important constitutive model for the interfacial trans-

er terms in the two-fluid model. It cannot be solved indepen-

ently because it includes many variables such as void fraction,

nterfacial velocity and so on in addition to the IAC. It is usually

tilized by coupling with the two-phase basic conservative equa-

ions in the two-fluid model. To exploit the advantages of the IATE

o the full and make the IATE solvable, here we isolated the IATE

rom the basic conservative equations of the two-fluid model and

olved the 1D one-group IATE including its bubble coalescence and

reakup models for the IAC by providing it with the parameters

f void fraction, pressure and two-phase velocities measured in

he bubbly flows. It should be mentioned here that the IAC de-

endence on the local parameters of void fraction, pressure and

wo-phase velocities in the 1D one-group IATE has been satisfied

y the interpolation of the measured local parameters. This simpli-

ed approach can exclude the unexpected uncertainties stemming
rom the other constitutive models and correlations used in the

wo-fluid model in the present IATE evaluation process. 

Here we take advantage of the general finite difference method

nd discretize the steady 1D one-group IATE, Eq. (6) , over the j th

mall axial distance interval, �z = z j + 1 - z j , in a two-phase flow and

imply get the following equation, 

〈 a i 〉 j+1 〈〈 v gz 〉〉 j+1 − 〈 a i 〉 j 〈〈 v gz 〉〉 j 
z j+1 − z j 

= 

2 〈 a i 〉 j+1 

3 < α > 

j+1 

〈 α〉 j+1 〈〈 v gz 〉〉 j+1 − 〈 α〉 j 〈〈 v gz 〉〉 j 
z j+1 − z j 

+ 〈 φTI 〉 j+1 + 〈 φRC 〉 j+1 + 〈 φWE 〉 j+1 
. 

(19) 

To perform the calculation of Eq. (19) for < a i > 

j + 1 , the following

arameters are inputted in the present study. 

(1) The measured axial profiles of gas and liquid temperatures,

T g and T f , are necessary for fluid physical property calcula-

tion. They are assumed to be constant in the adiabatic flows

and take the values at the inlet of the flow channels. 

(2) The measured axial profiles of gas and liquid pressures, P g 
and P f , are necessary for fluid physical property calculation.

They are assumed to take the same value ( P ) at each axial

position in the flows. The measured axial pressure distribu-

tions are inputted in the calculations. 

(3) The axial profiles of superficial gas and liquid velocities,

< j g > and < j f > , are necessary for the bubble coalescence and

breakup model calculation and the void-fraction-weighted

gas velocity ( << v gz >> ) calculation. The < j f > is the constant

value along the flow since the density of the liquid phase
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Table 1 

Mean absolute relative errors, E MAR . 

Bubble coalescence and 

breakup models 

φ0.0508 m pipe data of 

Worosz (2015) (36 flow 

conditions) 

φ0.102 m pipe data of 

Smith (2002) and 

Smith et al. (2012b) (9 flow 

conditions) 

φ0.152 m pipe data of 

Smith (2002) and 

Smith et al. (2012b) (9 flow 

conditions) 

φ0.200 m pipe data of 

Shen et al. (2012a) (9 

flow conditions) 

Data-number -averaging 

values (total 63 flow 

conditions) 

Wu et al. (1998) 1740% 1940% 694% 847% 1430% 

Kim (1999) 108% 138% 28.2% 21.0% 84.3% 

Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) 24.9% 60.2% 41.4% 184% 61.7% 

Hibiki and Ishii (2002b) 47.1% 87.8% 41.3% 162% 73.3% 

Sun et al. (2004a) 28.5% 54.8% 19.5% 39.5% 33.5% 

Yao and Morel (2004) 562% 673% 165% 252% 458% 

Smith et al. (2012a) 256% 319% 91.5% 204% 229% 

Nguyen et al. (2013) 333% 422% 92.5% 145% 274% 

Newly-proposed model 8.79% 32.9% 25.3% 15.9% 17.1% 
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can be considered not to change along the flow. It takes val-

ues measured by liquid flow meter. The axial profile of the

< j g > is obtained as 

〈 j g 〉 = 

〈
j g, 0 

〉
× ρg, 0 / ρg (20)

where < j g,0 > , ρg,0 and ρg are the < j g > at the start point, the gas

phase density at the start point and the gas phase density at any

axial position respectively. The axial profile of the << v gz >> is cal-

culated as 

〈 v gz 〉 = 〈 j g 〉 / 〈 α〉 . (21)

The bubble energy dissipation rate per unit mass, ε, is used in

the calculation with bubble coalescence and breakup models and

is obtained by 

∈ = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

〈 j g 〉 + 〈 j f 〉 
〈 α〉 ρg + ( 1 − 〈 α〉 ) ρ f 

(
−dP 

dz 

)
F 

for Hibi ki group 

0 . 158 

[
1 

( 1 − 〈 α〉 ) Re m 

]0 . 25 
< v m 

> 

3 

D H 

for Wu group 

. (22)

where Hibiki group includes the models of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a,

2002b) , Wu group includes the models of Wu et al. (1998), Kim

(1999), Sun et al. (2004a) and Smith et al. (2012a) , (-d P /d z ) F
in the first equation is the measured frictional pressured drop

along the flow, Re m 

and v m 

in the second equation are the mean

mixture Reynolds number and the mean mixture velocity re-

spectively. It should be noted that Yao and Morel (2004) and

Nguyen et al. (2013) respectively require obtaining the ε from a

K - ε model and an assumption that the ε equals ( u 2 /2) 1.5 / d b (here

u and d b are the velocity fraction and the bubble mean diameter

respectively) in the CFD calculations. This study cannot follow their

approaches and obtained the ε in their models in the same way as

Hibiki group did. 

(1) The axial profile of void fraction, <α> , is inputted by using

the measured values in the calculation of Eq. (19) . 

(2) The measured IAC at the start point of the calculation,

< a i,0 > , is the initial IAC and works as the boundary condi-

tion in the calculation of Eq. (19) . 

The present evaluation calculations start from the first axial

measuring point of the probe, which is different from the ex-

periment to the experiment, and proceed forward along the flow

for the downstream IAC. Since Eq. (19) is an implicit function for

< a i > 

j + 1 , an iterative solution process is necessary for each step in

the calculation. A PTC (Parametric Technology Corporation) Math-

cad program, which consists of 8 special functional subprograms

corresponding to the calculations for the 8 sets of bubble coales-

cence and breakup model, has been written to perform the calcu-

lation for the bubbly flow under each flow condition. 
.2. Evaluation results 

The axial developments of IAC calculated from the 1D one-

roup steady IATE with its 7 sets of bubble coalescence and

reakup models (except for the model of Wu et al. (1998) )

re compared respectively with the φ0.0508 m pipe experimen-

al data of Worosz (2015) , the φ0.102 m pipe experimental data

f Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) , the φ0.152 m pipe ex-

erimental data of Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) and the

0.200 m pipe experimental data of Shen et al. (2012a) in Figs. 2 ,

 , 4 and 5 . The lines and circular symbols depict the model predic-

ions and the experimental data respectively in these figures. Here

e further define a mean absolute relative error, E MAR , through the

ollowing equation, to compare the predicted IAC from the IATE,

 a i,pre > , with the measured IAC from the collected experimental

atabases, < a i,mea > . 

 MAR = 

1 

N 

N ∑ 

n =1 

∣∣〈 a i,mea ( n ) 〉 − 〈
a i,pre ( n ) 

〉∣∣
〈 a i,mea ( n ) 〉 , (23)

here n and N are the n th data and the total data number respec-

ively. The calculated mean absolute relative errors, E MAR , from the

redictions from 1D one-group IATE with its 8 sets of bubble coa-

escence and breakup models and the experimental databases are

abulated in Table 1 . 

From the data in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 and Table 1 , we can get the

ollowing conclusions. 

(1) The IATE with the bubble coalescence and breakup model

of Kim (1999) predicts the φ0.152 m pipe IAC experimen-

tal data of Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) and

the φ0.200 m pipe IAC experimental data of

Shen et al. (2012a) well. Its predictions for the φ0.0508 m

pipe IAC experimental data of Worosz (2015) , the

φ0.102 m pipe IAC experimental data of Smith (2002) and

Smith et al. (2012b) are not very satisfactory. It may be

attributable to the fact that Kim (1999) model has been

well benchmarked with the IAC experimental data of taken

in the two-phase bubbly flows in the large-diameter pipes.

Its data-number-averaging mean absolute relative error is

84.3%. 

(2) The IATEs with the bubble coalescence and breakup mod-

els of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a, 20 02b) make reasonable per-

formance in the predictions of the IAC experimental data

taken in the two-phase bubbly flows with high-liquid flow-

rate flow conditions. Their predictions for the IAC experi-

mental data in the two-phase bubbly flows with low-liquid

flow-rate flow conditions are not satisfactory. This may be

due to the reason that the contribution of WE mechanism

to the interfacial area transport is not small and should be

considered in the low-liquid-flow-rate bubbly flows espe-
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Fig. 2. Predictions for φ0.0508 m pipe experimental data of Worosz (2015) . 
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i  
cially in the large-diameter pipe and their coefficients were

only determined by using the IAC experimental data taken in

the high-liquid flow-rate bubbly flows in the small-diameter

pipes. The data-number-averaging mean absolute relative er-

rors of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a, 20 02b) models are 61.7% and

73.3% respectively. 

(3) The IATEs with the bubble coalescence and breakup mod-

els of Yao and Morel (2004), Smith et al. (2012a) and

Nguyen et al. (2013) cannot reasonably predict the present

collected IAC experimental data taken in the two-phase bub-

bly flows in both small- and large-diameter pipes. Their rea-

sons may be attributed to the fact that they were devel-

oped based on their biased experimental databases (only the

developers’ or very limited experimental data). In Yao and

Morel (2004) and Nguyen et al. (2013) models, the present

calculation way for the bubble energy dissipation rate per

unit mass, ε, (shown in Eq. (22) ), which is completely dif-

ferent from the original requirements to obtain the ε from

the K - ε model and the special assumption respectively in

the CFD calculations, is also partly responsible for their
great over-predictions. The data-number-averaging mean ab- 

solute relative errors of Yao and Morel (2004), Smith et al.

(2012a) and Nguyen et al. (2013) models are 458%, 229% and

274% respectively. 

(4) The IATE with the bubble coalescence and breakup model of

Sun et al. (2004a) gives the best predictions for the present

collected IAC experimental database with the data-number-

averaging mean absolute relative error of 33.5% among the

available 8 sets of bubble coalescence and breakup models.

Sun et al. (2004a) model inherited and developed the mod-

els of Wu et al. (1998) and Kim (1999) for small bubbles in

two-phase flows. It was benchmarked by the experimental

data taken in a vertical rectangular-shaped channel with a

cross-section of 10 mm × 200 mm, which includes both the

small- and large-diameter effects on the small bubble in the

two-phase bubbly flows. 

The IACs calculated from the 1D one-group IATE and the bubble

oalescence and breakup model of Wu et al. (1998) are too large

n value to be shown appropriately in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 . Its data-
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Fig. 3. Predictions for φ0.102 m pipe experimental data of Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) . 
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number-averaging mean absolute relative error for the present col-

lected IAC experimental database is 1430%. The great overesti-

mations are due to the defect of Wu et al. (1998) model (espe-

cially the deficiency of the TI bubble breakup model) arising from

their original experimental data. Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) pointed

out that the experimental data set used in the study of

Wu et al. (1998) was not accurate enough to be used for verifica-

tion of modeled source and sink terms. Yao and Morel (2004) con-

cluded that the bubble coalescence and breakup models of

Wu et al. (1998) generally give a strong overestimation of the bub-

ble diameter in the bubbly flows of their DEBORA experiment.

Tian et al. (2015) showed that the bubble coalescence and breakup

models of Wu et al. (1998) predicts their measured IAC data and

the experimental data of Sun et al. (2002) in bubbly flows in the

vertical pipe with the inner diameter of 0.102 m with very large

deviations. Shen et al. (2017a) also reported that their IAC exper-

imental data taken in bubbly flows in a vertical square duct with

a cross-sectional size of 100 mm × 100 mm were poorly predicted

v  
ith a mean absolute relative error of 1003% by the bubble co-

lescence and breakup models of Wu et al. (1998) . So, Although

u et al. (1998) model has been evaluated against the newly-

ollected experimental data in this study, its predicted IACs are not

hown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5 . The mean absolute relative errors of

u et al. (1998) model predictions are shown in Table 1 . 

To investigate the contributions of TI bubble breakup and RC

nd WE bubble coalescences to the IAC in the bubbly flows, we re-

rite Eq. (19) in the following form to express the total IAC change

er axial distance interval (namely total IAC change rate), �〈 a i 〉 j+1 ,

ith its constituent parts. 

〈 a i 〉 j+1 = 〈 a i 〉 j+1 − 〈 a i 〉 j = 

z j+1 − z j 

〈 〈 v gz 〉 〉 j+1 

[ 
〈 φCon v 〉 j+1 + 〈 φEP 〉 j+1 

+ 〈 φT I 〉 j+1 + 〈 φRC 〉 j+1 + 〈 φW E 〉 j+1 
] 

(24)

here 〈 φCon v 〉 j+1 and 〈 φEP 〉 j+1 are the IAC change rates due to con-

ection (namely the effect of changing gas velocity) and gas expan-
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Fig. 4. Predictions for φ0.152 m pipe experimental data of Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) . 
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ion induced by pressure change respectively and are defined by 

 

φCon v 〉 j+1 = 

〈 a i 〉 j 
(〈 〈 v gz 〉 〉 j+1 − 〈 〈 v gz 〉 〉 j 

)
z j+1 − z j 

, (25) 

 

φEP 〉 j+1 = 

2 〈 a i 〉 j+1 

3 〈 α〉 j+1 

〈 α〉 j+1 〈 〈 v gz 〉 〉 j+1 − 〈 α〉 j 〈 〈 v gz 〉 〉 j 
z j+1 − z j 

. (26) 

Based on Eq. (24) , we have figured out the axial profiles for the

otal IAC change rate and the IAC change rates due to convection,

as expansion, TI bubble breakup and RC and WE bubble coales-

ences with the available 8 sets of bubble coalescence and breakup

odels for all flow conditions of the present collected IAC exper-

mental database. Since Wu et al. (1998) model greatly overesti-

ates the IAC experimental data as above-mentioned and is not

ecommended in this study, its constituent IAC change rates are

xtremely large in value and their corresponding analysis will not

e presented here. The calculated axial profiles for the total IAC
hange rate and the IAC change rates due to convection, gas ex-

ansion, TI bubble breakup and RC and WE bubble coalescences

ith the other 7 sets of bubble coalescence and breakup models

re shown in Figs. 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 and 10 respectively for the selected 5

ow conditions shown in Table 2 . Here we selected one flow con-

ition for each diameter pipe with nearly similar superficial liquid

elocity, < j f > , ( = 0.263 ∼ 0.500 m/s) and nearly similar void frac-

ion at the first axial measuring point ( = 0.136 ∼ 0.243) in Figs. 6,

, 8 and 9 and one flow condition of Worosz (2015) data with high

uperficial liquid velocity, < j f > , ( = 2. 00 m/s) in Fig. 10 . In Figs. 6,

, 8, 9 and 10 , we refer to the total IAC change rate and the IAC

hange rates due to convection, gas expansion, TI bubble breakup

nd RC and WE bubble coalescences as “Total”, “Conv”, “EP”, “TI”,

RC” and “WE” respectively. 

Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 show that the obtained constituent IAC

hange rates due to convection, gas expansion, TI bubble breakup

nd RC and WE bubble coalescences differ greatly with the differ-

nt set of bubble coalescence and breakup model, with different
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Fig. 5. Predictions for φ0.200 m pipe experimental data of Shen et al. (2012a) . 

Table 2 

The selected 5 flow conditions to show the IAC change rates. 

Selected flow conditions Researchers D H (m) < j f > (m/s) < j g > (m/s) <α> (-) 

1 Worosz (2015) 0.0508 0.500 0.197 (at z / D H = 34.5) 0.243 (at z / D H = 34.5) 

2 Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) 0.102 0.263 0.121 (at z / D H = 5) 0.136 (at z / D H = 5) 

3 Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) 0.152 0.300 0.150 (at z / D H = 4) 0.197 (at z / D H = 4) 

4 Shen et al. (2012a) 0.200 0.312 0.136 (at z / D H = 41.5) 0.199 (at z / D H = 41.5) 

5 Worosz (2015) 0.0508 2.00 0.277 (at z / D H = 7.5) 0.105 (at z / D H = 7.5) 
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pipe diameter and with different flow condition. Generally, the TI

bubble breakup term and the RC bubble coalescence term domi-

nate the total IAC change rate and the contributions from the con-

vection term, the gas expansion term and the WE bubble coales-

cence term are relatively small in the bubbly flows. The TI bubble

breakup mechanism is found to obviously dominate the IAC change

in the bubbly flows with high superficial liquid velocity, < j f > , ( = 2.

00 m/s). The IAC change rates due to gas expansion always show

plus axial profiles since the pressure drop increases the gas phase

 

olume and produces additional interfacial area. The other con-

tituent IAC change rates show complex axial variations with the

ow development. We can obtain the following points on the 7

ets of bubble coalescence and breakup models from these figures.

(1) The prediction using the bubble coalescence and breakup

model of Kim (1999) shows that the TI bubble breakup term,

the RC bubble coalescence term and the convection term are

well balanced in the bubbly flows in large-diameter pipes

( φ0.152 m and φ0.200 m pipes). So, the IACs are reasonably
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Fig. 6. IAC change rates at the flow condition of < j f > = 0.500 m/s and < j g > = 0.197 m/s (at z / D H = 34.5) in the φ0.0508 m pipe experiment of Worosz (2015) . 
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a  
predicted in these flows (see Figs. 4 and 5 and Table 1 ).

However, the TI bubble breakup term over-contributes the

total IAC change rate in the bubbly flows (especially with

high superficial liquid velocity conditions) in relative small-

diameter pipes ( φ0.0508 m and φ0.102 m pipes). So, the IACs

are over-predicted in these flows (see Figs. 1 and 2 and

Table 1 ) when Kim (1999) model is used. 

(2) In the prediction using the bubble coalescence and breakup

models of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a, 20 02b) , it can be con-

cluded that the TI bubble breakup term dominates the to-

tal IAC change rate in relative small-diameter pipes and

the contributions of the RC bubble coalescence term, the

convection term and the gas expansion term increase with

pipe diameter. The bubbles are prone to coalesce and part

of them increase in size in the bubbly flows in the large-

diameter pipe. So, their RC bubble coalescence mechanism

may be slightly different from that in the small-diameter

pipe and the contribution from WE bubble coalescence

mechanism may not be negligibly small. The overestimations

of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a, 20 02b) models for the IAC data

of φ0.200 m the large-diameter pipe (see Fig. 5 and Table 1 )

may be due to the low performance of their RC bubble coa-

lescence model ( Eq. (11) ). 

(3) In the prediction using the bubble coalescence and breakup

models of Yao and Morel (2004) and Nguyen et al. (2013) ,

the TI bubble breakup term and the RC bubble coalescence

term dominate the total IAC change rate and the other

terms are negligibly small. The TI bubble breakup term con-

tributes more greatly as an IAC source than the RC bub-
ble coalescence term does as an IAC sink. In the predic-

tion using the bubble coalescence and breakup model of

Smith et al. (2012a) , only the TI bubble breakup term domi-

nates the total IAC change rate and the other terms are neg-

ligibly small. The high performance of the TI bubble breakup

term in the 3 models resulted in the great overestimations

of the IAC in all predictions for the collected IAC experimen-

tal database. 

(4) The prediction using the bubble coalescence and breakup

model of Sun et al. (2004a) indicates that the contribu-

tions of the TI bubble breakup term and the RC bubble

coalescence term are large relative to those of the other

terms and well balanced in low superficial liquid velocity

conditions in the relative small-diameter pipe ( φ0.0508 m

and φ0.102 m pipes), only the TI bubble breakup mechanism

play the dominant role in determining the total IAC change

in high superficial liquid velocity condition in the relative

small-diameter pipe and the contributions of the convection

term and the gas expansion term reach the order close to

those of the TI bubble breakup term and the RC bubble coa-

lescence term in low superficial liquid velocity conditions in

the large-diameter pipes ( φ0.152 m and φ0.200 m pipes). 

. Newly-proposed bubble coalescence and breakup model 

Although the 1D one-group steady IATE with the bubble coa-

escence and breakup model of Sun et al. (2004a) can give the

est predictions for the present collected experimental databases

mong the IATE with all available 8 sets of bubble coalescence and
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Fig. 7. IAC change rates at the flow condition of < j f > = 0.263 m/s and < j g > = 0.121 m/s (at z / D H = 5) in the φ0.102 m pipe experiment of Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) . 
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breakup models, its prediction is not very satisfactory due to its

relatively large data-number-averaging mean absolute relative er-

ror of 33.5%. Furthermore, the constitutive RC and WE models for

the bubble coalescence mechanism in Sun et al. (2004a) model are

the same to Eq. (7) of Wu et al. (1998) and Eq. (10) of Kim (1999) ,

which are using the less rigorous assumption of the constant bub-

ble coalescence efficiency ( Nguyen et al. 2013 ). These dissatisfac-

tions generate a demand for the development of another new bub-

ble coalescence and breakup model for the bubbly flows. Since the

available bubble coalescence and breakup models have considered

various bubble interaction processes in the bubbly flows and is a

compilation of the past researchers’ efforts, here we will develop

a new model by finding the mechanism defect of a selected bub-

ble coalescence and breakup model and improving it through the

addition of its missing bubble coalescence mechanism. 

The 1D one-group steady IATE with the bubble coalescence

and breakup model of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) gives the second-

best prediction for the present collected experimental data with

a data-number-averaging mean absolute relative error of 61.7%.

It shows a definite tendency that it reasonably predicts the IAC

experimental data in the bubbly flows with high-liquid flow-rate

flow conditions and significantly overpredicts the IAC experimen-

tal data in the bubbly flows with low-liquid flow-rate flow con-

ditions (see Figs. 2–5 ). As mentioned in the former section, this

disagreement of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) model with the IAC ex-

perimental data is mainly due to its ignorance of the WE bub-

ble coalescence mechanism contribution in the bubbly flows with

low liquid flow rates especially in the large-diameter pipe. To over-

come this mechanism defect, it is necessary to introduce the WE
echanism into this bubble coalescence and breakup models. The

E model of Wu et al. (1998) ( Eq. (8) ) and the WE model of

im (1999) ( Eq. (10) ) were developed for the bubble flows, but the

ubble coalescence efficiency was not considered, namely, was as-

umed to be constant in these WE models. When the leading bub-

le collides with its following bubble in the WE process, the WE

ubble coalescence may happen but does not definitely happen.

he bubble coalescence efficiency will vary with the turbulence in-

ensity and bubble size and so on. Hibiki et al. (2001) introduced

he bubble coalescence efficiency into the WE bubble coalescence

odel and derived the following model for the bubbly flow in a

elatively small diameter pipe with a diameter of 9.0 mm. 

 

φW E 〉 = K W E 

[ 

8 

(
ρ f − ρg 

)
gα( 1 − α) 

ρ f 

] 1 / 3 

v 1 / 3 r a 5 / 3 
i 

exp 

[ 

−C W E 

ρ1 / 2 

f 
ε 1 / 3 

σ 1 / 2 

(
6 α

a i 

)5 / 6 
] 

(27)

here K WE and C WE are two adjustable coefficients ( K WE = −0.082,

 WE = 1.29) determined by their experimental data from the

.9 mm pipe and v r is the relative velocity between the leading

ubble and the liquid phase. In view of the characteristics of the

ubbly flow in the very small diameter pipe that ratio of the bub-

le size to pipe diameter is relatively great and the lateral motions

f bubbles are very limited due to the presence of the wall, they

ecommended obtaining the v r by 

 r = 

j g 

α
− j f 

1 − α
(28)
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Fig. 8. IAC change rates at the flow condition of < j f > = 0.300 m/s and < j g > = 0.150 m/s (at z / D H = 4) in the φ0.152 m pipe experiment of Smith (2002) and 

Smith et al. (2012b) . 
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owever, Eq. (28) is only valid for the bubbly flow with uniform

adial profiles of both void fraction and mixture volumetric flux.

or the bubbly flow with low liquid flow rate especially in the

arge-diameter pipe, the radial profiles of void fraction and mixture

olumetric flux can greatly affect the v r . Here we propose the fol-

owing approximation for the v r by using the distribution parame-

er ( C 0 ) of drift-flux model considering the effects of non-uniform

ow and void fraction radial profiles. 

 r = 

1 − C 0 α

1 − α

j g 

α
− C 0 

j f 

1 − α
(29) 

The following distribution parameter correlation of Hibiki and

shii (2002c) is used for the upward bubbly flows in small-

iameter pipe. 

 0 = 

(
1 . 2 − 0 . 2 

√ 

ρg 

ρ f 

)[ 
1 − exp 

(
−132 α

D H a i 

)] 
(30) 

The following distribution parameter correlation of Hibiki and

shii (2003) is commended for the upward bubbly flows in large-

iameter pipe. 

 0 = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

exp 

[
0 . 475 

(
j g 

j f + j g 

)1 . 69 
](

1 −
√ 

ρg 

ρ f 

)
+ 

√ 

ρg 

ρ f 
, 

j g 
j f + j g < 0 . 9 [ 

−2 . 88 

(
j g 

j f + j g 

)
+ 4 . 08 

] (
1 −

√ 

ρg 

ρ f 

)
+ 

√ 

ρg 

ρ f 
, 

j g 
j f + j g ≥ 0 . 9 

(31) 
The transitional criterion used to divide the small- and large-

iameter pipes is the critical hydraulic equivalent diameter of flow

hannel, D H,Crit , ( Kataoka and Ishii, 1987 ) given by 

 H, Crit = 40 

√ 

σ

g 
(
ρ f − ρg 

) . (32) 

So, now a new combination consisting of the RC bub-

le coalescence model of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) Eq. (11) ),

he presently-improved WE bubble coalescence model (from

ibiki and Ishii, 2001b ) ( Eqs. (27 ), ( (29) –(32) ) and the TI bubble

reakup model of Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) ( Eq. (12) ) can be pro-

osed to serve as a new set of the bubble coalescence and breakup

odel for the bubbly flows if the adjustable coefficients of its

onstitutive models are properly optimized with the present col-

ected experimental data. The present improvements in the newly-

roposed bubble coalescence and breakup model are summarized

n Table 3 . 

The coefficient-optimizing calculation for the newly-proposed

ubble coalescence and breakup model (referred to as “newly-

roposed model” from here on) was performed by a program

ritten in the PTC Mathcad language in this study. All present

ollected experimental data of the bubbly flows were used in

he present coefficient-optimizing calculation with the target to

inimize data-number-averaging mean absolute relative error be-

ween the experimental data and the predicted data from the

D one-group IATE with the newly-proposed model. Finding the

ndependent optimized adjustable coefficients for each coales-
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Fig. 9. IAC change rates at the flow condition of < j f > = 0.312 m/s and < j g > = 0.136 m/s (at z / D H = 41.5) in the φ0.200 m pipe experiment of Shen et al. (2012a) . 

Table 3 

The improvements in the newly-proposed bubble coalescence and breakup model. 

Items TI bubble breakup 

mechanism 

RC bubble coalescence 

mechanism 

WE bubble coalescence mechanism 

Original model of Hibiki and 

Ishii (20 0 0a) 

Eq. (12) Eq. (11) N/A 

Original model of Hibiki et al. (2001) N/A Eq. (11) Eqs. (27) and (28) 

Improvements – – (1) Introduced the WE bubble coalescence mechanism into the original model of 

Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) . 

(2) Improved the original WE bubble coalescence model of Hibiki et al. (2001) by 

considering the local non-uniform flow and void fraction radial profiles and the 

flow channel size effect in the flows 

Newly-proposed model Eq. (12) Eq. (11) Eq. (27), Eqs. (29 )–(32) 
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(  
cence and breakup mechanism was automatically and easily done

by using a built-in function of PTC Mathcad called Minimize

in the coefficient-optimizing calculation, instead of the tradi-

tional way to manually solve for the adjustable coefficients in a

specially-designed scheme. The optimized adjustable coefficients

for newly-proposed model are K RC = −0.0 0 0238 (for Eq. (11) ),

K WE = − 0.576 (for Eq. (27) ), K TI = 0.0 0 0168 (for Eq. (12) ), C RC = 2.98

(for Eq. (11) ), αmax = 0.741 (for Eqs. (11 ) and 12 )), C WE = 2.98 (for

Eq. (27) ), C TI = 2.56 (for Eq. (12) ). The maximum possible bub-

ble void fraction ( αmax ) of 0.741 (from Hibiki and Ishii, 2002b )

is kept here since it is reasonably obtained from the occupied

volume ratio among the cumulated identical spheres which are

closely packed in a face-centered cubic lattice. Its final data-

number-averaging minimum mean absolute relative error between

the experimental data and the predicted data is 17.1%, which

is much smaller than 33.5% of the 1D one-group IATE with
un et al. (2004a) model. The predicted axial developments of

AC from the 1D one-group IATE with the newly-proposed model

re plotted and compared with the φ0.0508 m pipe experimen-

al data of Worosz (2015) , the φ0.102 m pipe experimental data

f Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) , the φ0.152 m pipe ex-

erimental data of Smith (2002) and Smith et al. (2012b) and the

0.200 m pipe experimental data of Shen et al. (2012a) in Figs. 2,

, 4 and 5 respectively. Its mean absolute relative errors for each

f these databases are shown in Table 1 . The 1D one-group IATE

ith the newly-proposed model gives significantly better predic-

ions over the present collected IAC experimental data of the bub-

ly flows especially in relative small-diameter pipe and in the low-

iquid-flow-rate conditions in the large-diameter pipe than the 1D

ne-group IATE with any of the other models does in Figs. 2, 3,

 and 5 and Table 1 . This is due to the following two reasons.

1) The newly-proposed model has inherited the innate charac-
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Fig. 10. IAC change rates at the flow condition of < j f > = 2.00 m/s and < j g > = 0.277 m/s (at z / D H = 7.5) in the φ0.0508 m pipe experiment of Worosz (2015) . 
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b  
er of the bubble coalescence and breakup models of Hibiki and

shii (20 0 0a, 20 02b) and can predict the bubbly flows well in rel-

tive small-diameter pipe. (2) Since some relative large bubbles

namely possible group 2 cap bubbles) are apt to be formed and

ehave dominantly and small bubbles can move freely or later-

lly, which significantly increases the bubble coalescence probabil-

ty through the WE mechanism, in the bubbly flows with the low-

iquid-flow-rate conditions in the large-diameter pipe ( Shen et al.,

010b, 2010c, 2014, 2015 ), the WE bubble coalescence mechanism

as been properly introduced into the newly-proposed model. 

Under the predictions of the 1D one group IATE with the newly-

roposed model, we obtained the total IAC change rate and the IAC

hange rates due to convection, gas expansion, TI bubble breakup

nd RC and WE bubble coalescences based on Eq. (24) and re-

pectively showed them in the left-upper figures in Figs. 6, 7, 8,

 and 10 for the selected 5 flow conditions mentioned in the

ection 4.2 . The comparison among the predictions in Figs. 6, 7,

 and 9 show that (1) the RC bubble coalescence mechanism con-

ribution is negligibly small and does not vary with the pipe diam-

ter, (2) the WE bubble coalescence mechanism contribution in-

reases with the pipe diameter due to the formation and perfor-

ance of relative large bubbles and the increasing bubble lateral

otion, and (3) the TI bubble breakup mechanism contribution

enerally increases with the pipe diameter due to the increasing

urbulence with the pipe diameter. The comparison between the

redictions in Figs. 6 and 10 indicates that (1) the RC bubble co-

lescence mechanism contribution is close to zero and its change

ith the liquid flow rate is not visible, (2) the WE bubble coales-

t  
ence mechanism becomes suppressed when the liquid flow rate

ncreases, and (3) the TI bubble breakup mechanism contribution

epends more heavily on the void fraction than on the liquid flow

ate and the flows in both flow conditions in Figs. 6 and 10 are

ominated by the TI bubble breakup mechanism. The IAC change

ates due to gas expansion induced by pressure change keep their

lus values and promote the IAC increase. The IAC change rates

ue to convection show their complex variations since the gas ve-

ocity change heavily depends on the void fraction evolution in the

ubbly flows. 

. Conclusions 

In this study, an extensive literature survey has been performed

n the recent IATE researches and the latest construction of the

AC experimental databases for two-phase flows. Total 8 sets of

ubble coalescence and breakup models including those of Wu

t al. (1999), Kim (1999), Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a, 20 02b), Sun

t al. (2004a), Yao and Morel (2004), Smith et al. (2012a) and

guyen et al. (2013) were collected and their predicting fea-

ures were investigated. As the recent local measuring techniques

evelop, new experimental databases gradually become available

ow. This paper collected the latest experimental data taken in

he bubbly flows in the vertical pipes with the diameter ranging

rom 0.0508 m to 0.200 m and the height-to-diameter ratio rang-

ng from 4 to 113. Although the 8 sets of bubble coalescence and

reakup models have been benchmarked by the past experimen-

al data, it is necessary to re-examine these bubble coalescence
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and breakup models with the latest experimental databases ob-

tained by the up-to-date measuring techniques. So, this paper per-

formed the numerical calculations for the 1D one-group IATE with

the 8 sets of the bubble coalescence and breakup models respec-

tively and compared their prediction with the collected IAC ex-

perimental database of bubbly flows. It can be concluded that the

bubble coalescence and breakup models of Sun et al. (2004a) and

Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) are respectively the best and the second-

best in the prediction of bubbly flows in the collected experimental

databases when these models are used with the one-group IATE.

Their data-number-averaging mean absolute relative error are re-

spectively 33.5% and 61.7%, which are dissatisfactory values for the

IAC prediction. Although Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) model can rea-

sonably predict the IAC experimental data in the bubbly flows with

high-liquid flow-rate flow conditions, it has its mechanism defect

resulting in the significant overprediction of the IAC experimen-

tal data in the bubbly flows with low-liquid flow-rate flow con-

ditions. So, this study has developed a bubble coalescence and

breakup model by improving the wake entrainment bubble coales-

cence model of Hibiki et al. (2001) , supplementing the bubble ran-

dom collision coalescence and turbulent impact breakup model of

Hibiki and Ishii (20 0 0a) with the improved wake entrainment bub-

ble coalescence model to form a new combination for bubbly flows

and further optimizing the adjustable coefficients of these con-

stituent models with the collected latest experimental databases

of bubbly flows. With this newly-proposed bubble coalescence and

breakup model, the performance of the one-group IATE was greatly

improved and its data-number-averaging mean absolute relative

error reached to 17.1% in the predictions of the collected latest ex-

perimental databases of bubbly flows. 
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